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Q1:-A transformer has primary winding of [200) turns produce a no load current
of power factor p.f=0.25 lag when the primary winding is connected to A.C power
supply of 250 volt,50Hz if the no load power is 250W find:- (2SMARKS)
1-l o 2-Both components of no load current
3-Magnitiude of r.m.s flux flowing in core 4-Estimate the value of induced e.m.f
on secondary winding E2per turn

Q2:-choice either (A) or (B)

5-draw the phasor diagram

(2SMARKS)
(A) A 250V dc short shunt motor runs at 500 r.p.m taken current 25A.The series

resistance the resistance of armature and the shunt field are 0.20 ,0.2A and L20f)
respectively. The motor has mechanical losses 7500 find :
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1-The armature current (la)
3-The input power (Pi)

2-Copper losses [cu)
4-The output power (Po)

2-The shunt current.
4-The value of back E.M.F.

5-The armature torque(Ta)
(B) Dc shunt motor is off full load output power (37.35KW) and full load
efficiency of 90 %[ overall) when connected to voltage source of [500V) then
the speed of motor is [1000 r.p.m), if the field and armature resistance are
(2500),(0.250) respectively find:
1-The current of source at full load.
3-The current of armature.
5-The torque of armature.
Q3:-A shunt generator has f.L current of t96A at220V,the friction losses are
720W and the shunt field coil resistance is 550,if it has a f .L efficiency of BBo/o
find the following :- (2SN{ARKS)
l-Elecitrical output generator 2- Electrical input generator
3-shunt cu losses 4-Armature cu losses
5-Armature resistance
Q4:-A shunt generator delivers 50KW at 250V and 400 r.p.m,the armature and
field resistance are 0.020 and 500 respectively calculate ihe speed of the
machine when running as shunt motor and taking 5OKW input at 250V allow LV
per brush for coptact drop. (ZSMARKS)
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